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The trend of fully opening financial system has increased the competitive 
pressure on our national owned commercial bank after China joined the world trade 
organization. Under the current dramatic changing operational environment, strategic 
management is indispensable for national owned commercial banks' survival. This 
research is carried under such background. In order to build a complete suitable 
strategic assessing system for C Bank Tibet branch, my research will analysis the C 
Bank Tibet branch strategy through applying balanced scorecard theory. This is also 
meaningful for enhancing Tibet branch's core competitive strength. 
This article introduced the history of performance evaluation method for 
commercial banks firstly. Through the introduction of early performance evaluation 
& economic valued added (EVA) method for commercial banks, the author analyzed 
the deficiency of the traditional method. And then, the author introduced the most 
powerful strategic operational tool-BSC, explained the core idea of BSC and the core 
content in detail, also, the author described the suitability of BSC to performance 
evaluation of commercial banks. At last, the author chose C Bank Tibet Branch as its 
study object, analyzed its current performance evaluation and the problems exist.  
Using balanced scorecard to analyze the four crucial factors: finance； clients； 
internal procedure；learning and growth. The author also made the implementary 
procedure for Tibet branch based on the balanced score card, provided a referring 
balanced scorecard index structure for commercial banks. Meanwhile the author 
pointed out the essential factors for applying BSC in national owned commercial 
banks, analyzing the certain problem and put forward a proposal. 
The main attribute of this application article is associating with our special 
national owned commercial bank background. The first part introduces the 
background of the research; the second part introduces variety tradition method for 
commercial bank’s performance evaluation, pointing out the shortage of these 
methods; The third part introduces explained the core idea of BSC and the suitability 
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current performance evaluation system for C Bank Tibet branch, pointing out the 
faultiness; The fifth part rebuilt the performance evaluation system for C Bank Tibet 
branch, carry out a step, inquiring into maybe appears the problem and solution  
plan; The last part draws a conclusion and looks forward to the future. 
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